
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAUINFORMATION BULLETIN ON VARIABLE STARSNumber 4293 Konkoly ObservatoryBudapest31 January 1996HU ISSN 0374 { 0676CONFIRMATION OF THE PERIOD OF GW CepFOUND BY HOUGH TRANSFORMIn two previous papers (Ragazzoni & Barbieri 1993, 1994, RB94), we have shown howthe application of the Hough Transform HT (Hough 1962, Ballester 1991, Leavers 1992)can help to detect cycle{numbering errors in sparsely observed time series, leading toincorrect values of the periods and to spuriously high time derivatives. Whilst the correctvalue of the period is per se not of utmost physical importance, a spurious time derivativecan led to incorrect conclusions about for instance the mass loss rate or the geometricalvariations of the system. As an example, we applied those considerations to the eclipsingbinary GW Cep, showing that an error of one cycle every � 16600 could have lead to awrong period, the commonly accepted one being 0.31885 days, and the most likely onegiven by the HT, and that at the same time minimizes the time derivative, being 0.31883days. In the present paper, using the new observations, we reinforce those conclusionsand add further weight to the value of the HT to handle this class of problems. Therecent determination by Agerer and H�ubscher (1995, AH95) of the time of an eclipseprovides the opportunity to verify our prediction. The data by AH95 were taken at(JD� 2400000) = 49592:545 whilst the latest available ones by Landolt (1992, L92) wereat (JD � 2400000) = 48544:871; using the commonly accepted period of 0:31885 days,the number of cycles between the two dates is estimated as:�49592:545 � 48544:8710:3188 � = [3286:305] = 3286 (1)where [x] is the nearest integer of x, and the expected time di�erence between the observedand the calculated minimum(in the present case, a delay) after one cycle is lost is thereforeapproximately given by:328616600 � 0:3188 = 0:0631 days = 1:51 hours (2)Notice that the delays in the observations are of this order, being 0:048 days at thedate of L92, and of 0:054 at the date of AH95, thus reinforcing our determination.As a further check, we report in Table 1 the O�C for the General Catalogue of VariableStars GCVS, Ho�man 1992 (H92), L92 and RB94. Whilst they show an erratic behaviourin the three �rst papers, they are consistent with the constant dP=dt = �2:327 � 10�10as given in RB94 (see Figure 1).Finally the sum of their squares is one order of magnitude smaller in RB94. Weconclude therefore that the application of HT can be very bene�cial to the proper analysisof sparsely sampled light curves, helping to put the physics of the phenomena on soundergrounds.
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